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SiteOne® Landscape Supply has launched new, exclusive LESCO renovation
products, including the Pro-Aer 30 and Pro-Aer 36 stand-on aerators, Pro-Aer
24 walk aerator and the Renovator 24 seeder. The new lineup helps landscapers
enhance the look of lawns by adding oxygen to soil, filling in bare spots,
improving density of turf, improving grass variety and color, and more.

“The addition of the new line of LESCO renovation products truly makes
SiteOne a one-stop-shop for all turf maintenance and improvement needs,” said
Nick Schomer, Senior Category Manager of Equipment at SiteOne. “This
exclusive new line of products, combined with excellent financing options
through SiteOne, offer a unique opportunity for landscape professionals.”

The Pro-Aer 30 and Pro-Aer 36 models are highly productive commercial stand-
on aerators, available both with or without a seed box, featuring a chain-
free design to eliminate the cost and hassle of expensive breakdowns. Powered
by a robust Vanguard V-twin engine, the LESCO renovation units are supported
by a 3-year commercial limited warranty. The integrated seed box model
eliminates the need for post-aeration seed application to complete projects
in one easy pass, reducing the need to return and reapply seed.

Powered by a Honda 10.5 hp engine, the Pro-Aer 24 walk model features dual-
hydros for easy operation and increased productivity. Robust design utilizes
sealed chains, hard linkages and easy tine access.
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The Renovator 24 seeder is a powerful and productive powerseeder, featuring a
dual-hydro static drive and counter-rotating blades to cut through even the
toughest of soil conditions.

“In addition to the new renovation products, SiteOne will also soon be
launching a line of application equipment available in select regions in 2021
and nationwide in 2022,” said Schomer.

Visit the SiteOne outdoor booth during GIE-EXPO (Booth No. 7428D) — Oct.
20-22 in Louisville, KY to demo the new LESCO overseeder or aerator and
receive 5% off any LESCO equipment purchase by November 30, 2021.
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